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In the tradition of The
Wire, the harrowing story
of the cinematic
transformation of Miami,
one of America’s most
bustling cities—rife with a
drug epidemic, a
burgeoning refugee crisis,
and police brutality—from
journalist and award-

winning author Nicholas
Griﬃn Miami, Florida,
famed for its blue skies
and sandy beaches, is one
of the world’s most
popular vacation
destinations, with nearly
twenty-three million
tourists visiting annually.
But few people have any
idea how this unoﬃcial
capital of Latin America
came to be. The Year of

Dangerous Days is a
fascinating chronicle of a
pivotal but forgotten year
in American history. With
a cast that includes iconic
characters such as Jimmy
Carter, Fidel Castro, and
Janet Reno, this slice of
history is brought to life
through intertwining
personal stories. At the
core, there’s Edna
Buchanan, a reporter for

4

the Miami Herald who
breaks the story on the
wrongful murder of a
black man and the
shocking police cover-up;
Captain Marshall Frank,
the hardboiled homicide
detective tasked with
investigating the murder;
and Mayor Maurice Ferré,
the charismatic politician
who watches the case,
and the city, fall apart. On
a roller coaster of national
politics and international
diplomacy, these three
ﬁgures cross paths as
their city explodes in one
of the worst race riots in
American history as more

4

than 120,000 Cuban
refugees land south of
Miami, and as drug cartels
ﬂood the city with cocaine
and inﬁltrate all levels of
law enforcement. In a
battle of wills, Buchanan
has to keep up with the
150 percent murder rate
increase; Captain Frank
has to scrub and rebuild
his homicide bureau; and
Mayor Ferré must ﬁnd a
way to reconstruct his
smoldering city. Against
all odds, they persevere,
and a stronger, more
vibrant Miami begins to
emerge. But the
foundation of this new

Miami—partially built on
corruption and drug
money—will have severe
ramiﬁcations for the rest
of the country. Deeply
researched and covering
many timely issues
including police brutality,
immigration, and the drug
crisis, The Year of
Dangerous Days is both a
clarion call and a recreation story of one of
America’s most iconic
cities.
Ghost Sristhi Publishers &
Distributors
NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS
CIRCLE AWARD WINNER •
NATIONAL BESTSELLER •
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The deﬁnitive account of
America's conﬂict with
Islamic fundamentalism
and a searing exploration
of its human costs—an
instant classic of war
reporting from the Pulitzer
Prize winning journalist.
Through the eyes of
Dexter Filkins, a foreign
correspondent for the
New York Times, we
witness the rise of the
Taliban in the 1990s, the
aftermath of the attack on
New York on September
11th, and the American
wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq. Filkins is the only
American journalist to

have reported on all these
events, and his
experiences are conveyed
in a riveting narrative
ﬁlled with unforgettable
characters and
astonishing scenes.
Brilliant and fearless, The
Forever War is not just
about America's wars
after 9/11, but about the
nature of war itself.
Reign of Terror Bantam
A Smithsonian Magazine
Best History Book of 2018
The unknown history of
two ideas crucial to the
struggle over what
America stands for In
Behold, America, Sarah

5

5

Churchwell oﬀers a
surprising account of
twentieth-century
Americans' ﬁerce battle
for the nation's soul. It
follows the stories of two
phrases--the "American
dream" and "America
First"--that once
embodied opposing
visions for America.
Starting as a Republican
motto before becoming a
hugely inﬂuential
isolationist slogan during
World War I, America First
was always closely linked
with authoritarianism and
white supremacy. The
American dream,

6

meanwhile, initially
represented a broad
vision of democratic and
economic equality.
Churchwell traces these
notions through the 1920s
boom, the Depression,
and the rise of fascism at
home and abroad, laying
bare the persistent appeal
of demagoguery in
America and showing us
how it was resisted. At a
time when many ask what
America's future holds,
Behold, America is a
revelatory, unvarnished
portrait of where we have
been.
Black, White & Blood

6

Basic Books
Santa's suit isn't the only
thing that will be red this
Christmas season.. Natalia- Being a dancer in
the New York Ballet might
be prestigious, but it
doesn't guarantee
ﬁnancial stability. Not only
am I responsible for
myself, but I'm trying to
pay oﬀ my parents' debt.
And I need their money
now. Thankfully, a fellow
dancer tips me oﬀ to a
money-making
opportunity of mass
proportions. The only
downfall is it's a
Gentlemen's club- owned

by Thomas De Santi, New
York's richest and most
notorious mobster. Money
talks, though. At least
until I catch Thomas' eye
and get a lot more than I
bargained for. Christmas
is supposed to be a time
of good cheer, but a Mob
Christmas also comes
with love, lust, secrets,
blood, and murder- and
now, I can't tell who I am
anymore or where I'm
even trying to go. Thomas- Running the New
York mob-scene gives me
an abundance of thingsespecially women. That's
why I rarely fool around
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with the same one twice. I
certainly don't waste my
time with innocent women
traipsing through the
elites of the city, either.
Until Natalia dances at my
club to make money.
She's dedicated to two
things- her parents and
the ballet company... and
doesn't want anything to
do with me. Lucky for her,
I'm a man of many
talents, and I always get
what I want... which is
her. Just when I think I'm
making progress with the
strong-headed little siren,
my enemies inﬁltrate the
theater and put my

woman directly in the line
of ﬁre. Now, they've
forced my hand, and I
have no choice but to
bring Natalia to my home.
It's the only way to keep
her safe. I don't care how
much money her parents
owe; they'll have to take
my life before they get
another shot at her, and
believe me- I can make
Krampus look like a cakewalk this holiday season if
they want.
The Battle of Cedar
Mountain, August 9, 1862
Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
A thought-provoking and

7

7

penetrating account of
the post-Cold war follies
and delusions that
culminated in the age of
Donald Trump from the
bestselling author of The
Limits of Power. When the
Cold War ended with the
fall of the Berlin Wall, the
Washington establishment
felt it had prevailed in a
world-historical struggle.
Our side had won, a
verdict that was both
decisive and irreversible.
For the world’s
“indispensable nation,” its
“sole superpower,” the
future looked very bright.
History, having brought

8

the United States to the
very summit of power and
prestige, had validated
American-style liberal
democratic capitalism as
universally applicable. In
the decades to come,
Americans would put that
claim to the test. They
would embrace the
promise of globalization
as a source of
unprecedented wealth
while embarking on wideranging military
campaigns to suppress
disorder and enforce
American values abroad,
conﬁdent in the ability of
U.S. forces to defeat any

8

foe. Meanwhile, they
placed all their bets on
the White House to
deliver on the promise of
their Cold War triumph:
unequaled prosperity,
lasting peace, and
absolute freedom. In The
Age of Illusions,
bestselling author Andrew
Bacevich takes us from
that moment of seemingly
ultimate victory to the
age of Trump, telling an
epic tale of folly and
delusion. Writing with his
usual eloquence and vast
knowledge, he explains
how, within a quarter of a
century, the United States

ended up with gaping
inequality, permanent
war, moral confusion, and
an increasingly angry and
alienated population, as
well, of course, as the
strangest president in
American history.
Deadpool CarnageThe
Story of Me
CAS They call me Ghost
for a reason. Silent and in
the shadows, I don't make
my move until I am
absolutely sure of
everything. Four years
ago I was sure about
Jenna. My best friend's kid
sister had grown up into a
spitﬁre I couldn't resist.
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One night we stopped
resisting... We promised
we'd keep it a secret. It
was a one-time mistake,
but we'd put it behind us.
Jenna left but I kept my
word. Jenna tried to get
out of our corrupt town,
but it pulled her back in
again. Now she needs
help. She needs
protection. I'll do all of
that for her, if she'll just
shut the hell up and let
me. She can even keep all
of her secrets, except for
one... JENNA The Lords of
Carnage MC has haunted
me from the moment I
was born. No matter how

much I try to get away,
they are there -- waiting
to pull me back into the
life that stole my father,
my mother and then my
brother from me. The
ghosts of my past keep
rising from the dead. Now
the past is stirring again
and all I want to do is run
away. I'm back in the
world I ﬂed, and the
secrets and lies of my
whole family are about to
be laid bare. But it's not
just me anymore. I've got
my little boy to look out
for, too. I'm his only
family. And his father has
no idea he exists. I swore I

9

9

would never go back to
the MC. I swore I would
never make the same
mistakes again. But
making mistakes with
Casper Watkins is too
hard to resist...
Lords of Carnage Mc
Oxford University Press
How did the party of
Lincoln become the party
of Trump? From an
acclaimed political
reporter for The New York
Times comes the
deﬁnitive story of the
mutiny that shattered
American politics. “A
bracing account of how
the party of Lincoln and

10

Reagan was hijacked by
gadﬂies and grifters who
reshaped their movement
into becoming an antidemocratic cancer that
attacked the U.S.
Capitol.”—Joe
Scarborough Jeremy W.
Peters’s epic narrative
chronicles the fracturing
of the Republican Party.
Insurgency is a fantasialike story of a party
establishment that
believed it could control
the dark energy it helped
foment—right up until it
suddenly couldn’t. How,
Peters asks, did
conservative values that

10

Republicans claimed to
cherish, like small
government, ﬁscal
responsibility, and
morality in public service,
get completely eroded as
an unshakable faith in
Donald Trump grew to
deﬁne the party? The
answer is a tale traced
across three
decades—with new
reporting and ﬁrsthand
accounts from the people
who were there—of
populist uprisings that
destabilized the party.
The signs of conﬂict were
plainly evident for anyone
who cared to look. After

Barack Obama’s election
convinced many
Republicans that they
faced an existential
demographics crossroads,
many believed the only
way to save the party was
to create a more inclusive
and diverse coalition. But
party leaders
underestimated the
energy and popular
appeal of those who
would pull the party in the
opposite direction. They
failed to see how the
right-wing media they
hailed as truth-telling was
warping the reality in
which their voters lived.
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And they did not
understand the
complicated moral
framework by which many
conservatives would view
Trump, leading
evangelicals and oneissue voters to shed
Republican orthodoxy if it
delivered a Supreme
Court that would undo
Roe v. Wade. In this
sweeping history, Peters
details key junctures and
episodes to unfurl the
story of a revolution from
within. Its architects had
little interest in the
America of the new
century but a deep

understanding of the iron
will of a shrinking
minority. With Trump as
their polestar, their
gamble paid greater
dividends than they’d
ever imagined, extending
the life of far-right
conservatism in United
States domestic policy
into the next half century.
An Enemies to Lovers
Maﬁa Christmas
Romance Vintage
"An impressive
combination of diligence
and verve, deploying
Ackerman’s deep stores
of knowledge as a
national security journalist

11

11

to full eﬀect. The result is
a narrative of the last 20
years that is upsetting,
discerning and brilliantly
argued." —The New York
Times "One of the most
illuminating books to
come out of the Trump
era." —New York
Magazine An examination
of the profound impact
that the War on Terror
had in pushing American
politics and society in an
authoritarian direction For
an entire generation, at
home and abroad, the
United States has waged
an endless conﬂict known
as the War on Terror. In

12

addition to multiple
ground wars, it has
pioneered drone strikes
and industrial-scale digital
surveillance, as well as
detaining people
indeﬁnitely and torturing
them. These conﬂicts
have yielded neither
peace nor victory, but
they have transformed
America. What began as
the persecution of
Muslims and immigrants
has become a normalized,
paranoid feature of
American politics and
security, expanding the
possibilities for applying
similar or worse measures

12

against other targets at
home. A politically divided
country turned the War on
Terror into a cultural and
then tribal struggle, ﬁrst
on the ideological fringes
and ultimately expanding
to conquer the Republican
Party, often with the timid
acquiescence of the
Democratic Party. Today's
nativist resurgence
walked through a door
opened by the 9/11 era.
Reign of Terror will show
how these policies
created a foundation for
American authoritarianism
and, though it is not a
book about Donald

Trump, it will provide a
critical explanation of his
rise to power and the
sources of his political
strength. It will show that
Barack Obama
squandered an
opportunity to dismantle
the War on Terror after
killing Osama bin Laden.
That mistake turns out to
have been portentous. By
the end of his tenure, the
war metastasized into a
broader and bitter culture
struggle in search of a
demagogue like Trump to
lead it. A union of
journalism and intellectual
history, Reign of Terror
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will be a pathbreaking and
deﬁnitive book with the
power to transform how
America understands its
national security policies
and their catastrophic
impact on its civic life.
A Novel Createspace
Independent Publishing
Platform
CarnageWhispers From
the BayouBook 1Raised
by a father who curses
the day she was born,
Carolena ﬁnds herself in
the swamps of south
Louisiana under the guise
of overseeing her father's
investments. In truth, she
is making every attempt

to avoid forced marriage
to any of the men he
would have her shipped
oﬀ to. She's always
believed that her husband
would love her, would
give his very life just to
hold her; not be a man
who would marry her to
claim her father's wealth.
When she arrives in the
deep-south, she catches
the eye of a local
backwoods family of
brothers. The eldest,
Bobby, decides that he is
deserving of a step-up in
life, takes her against her
will to his hovel of a home
at the edge of the

13

13

swamps to be shared
between himself and his
brothers. Carolena -- not
the shrinking ﬂower they
think her to be, ﬂees into
the deepest, darkest,
wildest portion of the
swamps in an eﬀort to
escape the brothers and
their plans for her. Death
at the hands of the
creatures in these
wetlands is a better
option, in her mind. Little
does she know, she's also
caught the eye of the
most dangerous creature
there, one of legend -- of
nightmares. He's
watching her every move,

14

admiring her bravery -and he's decided he's
keeping her. Carnage is a
Gargoyle. He's also
volatile, dangerous,
unpredictable, and lonely.
One evening minding his
own business at the edge
of the sanctuary he calls
home, he spies a female.
A human female, and
she's running headlong
into his swamps, with no
regard for her own safety.
Then he sees the reason;
three men, and they're
hot on her trail, torches in
hand, hell bent on
catching her before she
can get away. He watches

14

as they get closer and
closer to her, easily
following her trail.
Carnage makes a snap
decision that changes
both their lives forever; he
drops out of a tree right
behind her, slaps one
clawed hand over her
mouth to keep her from
screaming, wraps her in
his huge arms and goes
right back to the treetops.
He shelters her while the
men traverse the ground
below, unable to
determine why her trail
disappeared. Carnage
admires this little female - she was brave to run

into the swamps alone.
There are many creatures
lying in wait for just such
a meal. But she no longer
has to worry about that,
because now she's his. He
only hopes that she
doesn't fear him too much
once she gets a good look
at his blue-grey skin, his
fangs and his horns.
Because regardless of
what she thinks, or the
rules of his community -he's not giving her up.
How the 9/11 Era
Destabilized America and
Produced Trump
HarperCollins
"If she sleeps in my bed
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every night, she'll end up
falling in love with
me...and that'll be
awkward as hell when I
have to kill her." SLOAN
He's my twisted
nightmare. My blood
bound enemy. My ruthless
desire. Our fates were
spun the night he tried to
kill me and now he's back
to destroy me for good.
It's always been us verses
them. The Calabresis
against the Romeros. This
city is ours but they
vowed to take it from us.
And when they couldn't,
they took me instead.
Now I'm chained by the

cruellest of them all; the
man who wrapped his
hands around my throat
and tried to squeeze the
life from me all those
years ago. But I won't fall
prey to him. I'm older,
ﬁercer and I've grown
claws of my own. Rocco
Romero thinks he can
keep me captive, but he's
about to regret bringing a
sleeping tiger into his
home. ROCCO She's my
greatest failure. The name
that always haunts me.
My dirty little secret. And
when I had the chance to
kidnap her from her
wedding, nothing on

15
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God's green earth could
stop me. She's mine. I
could take her life, her
body or her heart if I
wanted to. But my
brothers refuse to believe
me. So when they bet I
can't make the little
principessa fall in love
with me, of course I step
up to the challenge. And
when she's down on her
knees, pouring her heart
out, I'll crush it in my ﬁst.
I'm lining the Calabresis
up like dominoes. And
she'll be the ﬁrst to fall.
**Beautiful Carnage is a
standalone maﬁa bully
romance between one

16

sexy guy and girl with hot
scenes and alpha men
causing havoc at every
turn**
The Entangled History
of "America First" and
"the American Dream"
Savas Beatie
Ten years after the muchacclaimed Swallow the
Air, Tara June Winch
returns with an
extraordinary new
collection of stories. A
single mother resorts to
extreme measures to
protect her young son. A
Namibian student
undertakes a United
Nations internship in the

16

hope of a better future. A
recently divorced man
starts a running group
with members of an
online forum for
recovering addicts.
Ranging from New York to
Istanbul, from Pakistan to
Australia, these
unforgettable stories
chart the distances in
their characters' lives –
whether they have grown
apart from the ones they
love, been displaced from
their homeland, or are
struggling to reconcile
their dreams with reality.
A collection of prodigious
depth and variety, After

the Carnage marks the
remarkable evolution of
one of our ﬁnest young
writers.
Kings Of Carnage MC
37 Ink
Fans of Sarah J. Maas will
love this story about when
one of the four horseman
comes to spread the
plague, a young woman
risks her life to save her
town from him, only to fall
in love with him.
Crown
#1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • WINNER OF
THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE
The “devastatingly
moving” (People) ﬁrst
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novel from the author of
Tenth of December: a
moving and original
father-son story featuring
none other than Abraham
Lincoln, as well as an
unforgettable cast of
supporting characters,
living and dead, historical
and invented Named One
of Paste’s Best Novels of
the Decade • Named One
of the Ten Best Books of
the Year by The
Washington Post, USA
Today, and Maureen
Corrigan, NPR • One of
Time’s Ten Best Novels of
the Year • A New York
Times Notable Book • One

of O: The Oprah
Magazine’s Best Books of
the Year February 1862.
The Civil War is less than
one year old. The ﬁghting
has begun in earnest, and
the nation has begun to
realize it is in for a long,
bloody struggle.
Meanwhile, President
Lincoln’s beloved elevenyear-old son, Willie, lies
upstairs in the White
House, gravely ill. In a
matter of days, despite
predictions of a recovery,
Willie dies and is laid to
rest in a Georgetown
cemetery. “My poor boy,
he was too good for this

17
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earth,” the president says
at the time. “God has
called him home.”
Newspapers report that a
grief-stricken Lincoln
returns, alone, to the
crypt several times to
hold his boy’s body. From
that seed of historical
truth, George Saunders
spins an unforgettable
story of familial love and
loss that breaks free of its
realistic, historical
framework into a
supernatural realm both
hilarious and terrifying.
Willie Lincoln ﬁnds himself
in a strange purgatory
where ghosts mingle,

18

gripe, commiserate,
quarrel, and enact bizarre
acts of penance. Within
this transitional
state—called, in the
Tibetan tradition, the
bardo—a monumental
struggle erupts over
young Willie’s soul.
Lincoln in the Bardo is an
astonishing feat of
imagination and a bold
step forward from one of
the most important and
inﬂuential writers of his
generation. Formally
daring, generous in spirit,
deeply concerned with
matters of the heart, it is
a testament to ﬁction’s

18

ability to speak honestly
and powerfully to the
things that really matter
to us. Saunders has
invented a thrilling new
form that deploys a
kaleidoscopic, theatrical
panorama of voices to ask
a timeless, profound
question: How do we live
and love when we know
that everything we love
must end? “A luminous
feat of generosity and
humanism.”—Colson
Whitehead, The New York
Times Book Review “A
masterpiece.”—Zadie
Smith
How to Win Friends and

Inﬂuence People
Canongate Books
Do you feel stuck in life,
not knowing how to make
it more successful? Do
you wish to become more
popular? Are you craving
to earn more? Do you
wish to expand your
horizon, earn new clients
and win people over with
your ideas? How to Win
Friends and Inﬂuence
People is a wellresearched and
comprehensive guide that
will help you through
these everyday problems
and make success look
easier. You can learn to
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expand your social circle,
polish your skill set, ﬁnd
ways to put forward your
thoughts more clearly,
and build mental strength
to counter all hurdles that
you may come across on
the path to success.
Having helped millions of
readers from the world
over achieve their goals,
the clearly listed
techniques and principles
will be the answers to all
your questions.
Gates of Fire Open Road
+ Grove/Atlantic
Collects Deadpool: Black,
White & Blood (2021)
#1-4. What’s black, white

and red all over? A
collection packed with
blood-drenched tales of
violence and mayhem led
by Marvel’s mirthful
mercenary himself,
Deadpool! Wade Wilson
curses streaming
platforms, laments the
loss of video stores and
invades a foreign country
— all in the name of his
favorite screen idol!
Deadpool enjoys his longawaited reunion with
Gabby Kinney, A.K.A.
Scout! The Merc with a
Mouth battles the man
who can’t miss: Bullseye!
Plus: the age-old parable

19

19

of how Deadpool got his
swords — and more, ﬁlled
with gore! You want to
see today’s top talent
take it to the edge to
bring you the wildest
Wade Wilson adventures
yet?! Then this is the book
for you! It’s like a classic
black-and-white movie —
but with way more blood!
Beautiful Carnage
CreateSpace
Faith, Hope and Carnage
is a book about Nick
Cave’s inner life. Created
from over forty hours of
intimate conversations
with Seán O’Hagan, it is a
profoundly thoughtful

20

exploration, in Cave’s own
words, of what really
drives his life and
creativity. The book
examines questions of
faith, art, music, freedom,
grief and love. It draws
candidly on Cave’s life,
from his early childhood
to the present day, his
loves, his work ethic and
his dramatic
transformation in recent
years. From a place of
considered reﬂection,
Faith, Hope and Carnage
oﬀers ladders of hope and
inspiration from a true
creative visionary.
Lincoln in the Bardo

20

Scribner
Spider-Man and friends
were pushed to the limits
in MAXIMUM CARNAGE.
The Marvel Universe
barely survived
ABSOLUTE CARNAGE.
Now we're taking
symbiote chaos to the
Extreme! As the dust
continues to settle after
the symbiote-redeﬁning
KING IN BLACK saga,
Eddie and Dylan Brock
aren't the only ones
adjusting to a new
normal. The Life
Foundation symbiotes -Scream, Phage, Riot,
Lasher and Agony -- are

trying to reconcile the
sometimes noble
intentions of their hosts
with the all-too-often
bloodthirsty impulses of
their others! But another
symbiote is facing a
stunning reinvention as
well...and that means
Carnage! What will
happen when the
refreshed Carnage
symbiote targets the rest
one by one? Be here for
an event that truly lives
up to its name!
COLLECTING: Extreme
Carnage Alpha (2021) 1,
Extreme Carnage: Scream
(2021) 1, Extreme
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Carnage: Phage (2021) 1,
Extreme Carnage: Riot
(2021) 1, Extreme
Carnage: Lasher (2021) 1,
Extreme Carnage: Agony
(2021) 1, Extreme
Carnage: Toxin (2021) 1,
Extreme Carnage Omega
(2021) 1
On the Front Lines of the
Republican Civil War and
the Rise of President
Trump University of
Oklahoma Press
Richard Wright is a whitepassing African-American
former FBI agent oﬀered a
chance to right the
wrongs of his past as his
old mentor sends him

deep undercover to
inﬁltrate a radical and
dangerous white
supremacist group
believed to be responsible
for the death of a fellow
agent. For Richard, this is
his last shot to turn his life
around. With the ghosts of
the past constantly
reminding him of the man
he once was, he will have
to not only ﬁnd the
redemption he seeks in
the eyes of others, but
within himself. Collects
the entire nine-issue DC
Vertigo series!
The Italian Renaissance
and the Rise of the West

21

21

Vertigo
"God-Shaped Hole will
change you as a reader,
writer and human. It is
rare books like this one
that remind me why I fell
in love with the written
word." — Colleen Hoover
When I was twelve, a
fortune teller told me that
my one true love would
die young and leave me
all alone... When Beatrice
Jordan meets the
unpredictable Jacob
Grace, the two wild souls
become instant allies.
Together they discover an
escape in each other's
creativity and insecurities,
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while running from
secrets they cannot seem
to shake — or a fate that
could throw them to the
ground . . . This 15th
Anniversary reissue of
Tiﬀanie DeBartolo's
classic love story
introduces a new
audience of dreamers to a
quintessentially real and
raw vision of spirit, and
inspires everyone to live
— and love — as vividly
as possible. "This
generation's Love Story."
— Kirkus "If Holden
Caulﬁeld were a twentyseven-year-old woman
living in LA, this is the
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book he'd write, or read.
It's very fast and very
funny, and at its core it's
that rarest of things - a
truly convincing love
story." — Dave Eggers
"With wit and humor, the
author brings these
characters and their
quirky, artsy friends alive.
Bottom Line: You'll dig it"
— People
Riots, Refugees, and
Cocaine in Miami 1980
Univ. of Queensland Press
A new account of the birth
of the West through its
birthplace--Renaissance
Italy The period between
1492--resonant for a

number of reasons--and
1571, when the Ottoman
navy was defeated in the
Battle of Lepanto,
embraces what we know
as the Renaissance, one
of the most dynamic and
creatively explosive
epochs in world history.
Here is the period that
gave rise to so many
great artists and ﬁgures,
and which by its
connection to its classical
heritage enabled a
redeﬁnition, even
reinvention, of human
potential. It was a
moment both of violent
struggle and great
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achievement, of
Michelangelo and da Vinci
as well as the Borgias and
Machiavelli. At the hub of
this cultural and
intellectual ferment was
Italy. The Beauty and the
Terror oﬀers a vibrant
history of Renaissance

Italy and its crucial role in
the emergence of the
Western world. Drawing
on a rich range of
sources--letters,
interrogation records,
maps, artworks, and
inventories--Catherine
Fletcher explores both the
explosion of artistic
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expression and years of
bloody conﬂict between
Spain and France,
between Catholic and
Protestant, between
Christian and Muslim; in
doing so, she presents a
new way of witnessing the
birth of the West.

